A novel strategy to encrypt covert information (code) via unitary projections into the null spaces of ill-conditioned eigenstructures of multiple host statistical distributions, inferred from incomplete constraints, is presented. The host pdf 's are inferred using the maximum entropy principle. The projection of the covert information is dependent upon the pdf 's of the host statistical distributions. The security of the encryption/decryption strategy is based on the extreme instability of the encoding process. A self-consistent procedure to derive keys for both symmetric and asymmetric cryptography is presented. The advantages of using a multiple pdf model to achieve encryption of covert information are briefly highlighted. Numerical simulations exemplify the efficacy of the model.
Introduction
The success of prominent contemporary cryptosystems is attributed to the degree of difficulty in computing integer factorizations [1] and discrete logarithms [2, 3] , respectively. This paper describes a novel strategy to encode covert information via unitary projections into the null spaces of the eigenstructures of a hierarchy of host statistical distributions (multiple pdf 's). The multiple pdf 's are inferred from an incomplete set of constraints (physical observable's) using the maximum entropy (MaxEnt) principle [4] . Here, a multiple pdf model is defined as a hierarchial ensemble of pdf 's p ν ; ν = 1, .... The index ν is defined as the hierarchy index. This paper defines the host pdf 's p ν to deviate from the equilibrium state, with increasing values of ν.
The case of incomplete constraints corresponds to scenarios where the number of constraints (physical observable's) is less than the dimension of the distribution. In a discrete setting, the MaxEnt Lagrangian for a single host pdf p ν (x n ) = p ν n ; n = 1, ..., N is [4] : 
Solution of (2) for a given input set of LM's, is referred to as the forward MaxEnt problem. Inference of pdf 's and the concomitant LM's, given an input set of d ν i ; i = 1, ..., M, is referred to as the inverse MaxEnt problem.
Statistical distributions inferred from incomplete constraints possess eigenstructures that are ill-conditioned. These demonstrate extreme sensitivity to perturbations. This sensitivity is exploited to formulate a principled framework to encrypt/decrypt code 1 . The null spaces of these eigenstructures constitute an "invisible reservoir" into which covert information may be projected. The projection is achieved without altering the host statistical distributions. The advantage of statistical encryption is that the dimension of the code that can be encrypted increases with the size of the statistical distribution. The projection of code into a host statistical distribution is also a promising candidate to implement steganography [5] , and, related disciplines in information hiding [6] .
A recent study has treated the statistical encryption/decryption of covert information, using the Fisher information as the measure of uncertainty [7] . Qualitative distinctions vis-á-vis an equivalent MaxEnt formulation [8] have been established. The encoding strategies in [7] and [8] are independent of the pdf of the host statistical distribution. Encoding covert information into multiple pdf 's allows code of dimension greater than that of any single host pdf to be selectively encrypted into the multiple pdf 's. An example of this is the encryption of multi-dimensional code defined in matrix form, such as image data. In this case, each dimension of the code (column/row vector of the matrix) may be selectively encoded into individual components (single host pdf 's) of a multiple host pdf model. Each single host pdf is taken to be one dimensional in the continuum.
Conversely, the dimension of each host in a multiple pdf model may be chosen by the designer to be less than the dimension of the code. This is tantamount to effecting a tradeoff between the dimension of a single host pdf, and, the number of hosts comprising a multiple pdf model. The success of employing multiple pdf 's to enhance the security of the covert information, is critically contingent upon the encryption/decryption strategy being dependent upon the pdf 's of the statistical hosts. This feature permits the pdf dependent statistical encryption/decryption strategy to possess immense qualitative flexibility, as compared with pdf independent models [7, 8] . Numerical simulations demonstrate impressive quantitative performance in securing covert information. employed to solve (7) . To define the unitary projections of the embedded code, the operator G ν =Ã ν †Ãν is introduced. Here,Ã ν † is the conjugate transpose ofÃ ν . For real matrices,Ã ν † =Ã νT , whereÃ νT is the transpose ofÃ ν .
It is legitimate to project the covert information into null Ã ν instead of null (G ν ) [7] . The "loss of information" caused by floating point errors could make the evaluation of null (G ν ) prohibitively unstable for many applications. Specifically, this operation squares the condition number, resulting in the large singular values being increased and the small singular values decreased. This instability is used to the advantage of the designer to increase the security of the covert information.
Assuming the availability ofÃ ν and |p ν , the normalized eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues in the null space of G ν having value zero (zero eigenvalues) is: |η 
and,
respectively. Note thatÛ Given a code |q ν ∈ ℜ N −(M +1) to be encrypted in a host pdf having hierarchy index ν , the N − (M + 1) components are given by n | q ν = q ν n ; n = 1, ..., N − (M + 1) . The pdf of the embedded code is:
The total pdf comprising the host pdf and the pdf of the code is:
Since |p ν c ∈ null Ã ν ,Ã ν |p ν c = 0 . In the decryption stage, the reconstructed host pdf 's: |p ν r , are first obtained. The pdf 's of the embedded code is recovered from:
basis of an ill-conditioned operator (eg. Section 3.1).
The encrypted code is recovered by the operation:
The above theory does not, by itself, constitute the strategy to encrypt/decrypt code. This is achieved in two manners,i.e, symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic strategies [11, 12] . Before proceeding further, the concept of a key in the encryption of covert information is briefly explained. The distribution of keys is an issue of primary concern in cryptography and allied disciplines. A key may be a program, a number, or a string of numbers that enables the legitimate recipient of the message (decrypter) to access the covert information. In cryptography, a secret, shared, or private key is an encryption/decryption key known only to the entities that exchange secret messages.
In traditional secret key cryptography, a key would be shared by the communicators so that each could encrypt and decrypt messages. The risk in this system is that if either party loses the key or it is stolen, the system is broken. Secret key cryptography is also susceptible to a number of malicious attacks, the most common being the plaintext attack [11, 12] . By definition, a plaintext attack is one where the prior messages have intercepted and decrypted in order to decrypt other messages. A more recent alternative is to use a combination of public and private keys. In this system, a public key is used together with a secret key. The RSA protocol [1] is a prominent example of a public key infrastructure (PKI). A PKI often employs a key ring strategy. Specifically, one key is kept secret while the others are made public. PKI is the preferred approach on the Internet. The secret key system is sometimes known as symmetric cryptography and the public key system as asymmetric cryptography.
In this model, an operatorG ν is formed by perturbing select elements of G Determination of the threshold is a vital task in defining the cryptographic keys in this model. This is accomplished by the designer (encrypter) who per-forms a simultaneous encryption/decryption without effecting perturbations to the operator G ν . Specifically, using (2), the host pdf 's are inferred by solving an inverse MaxEnt problem. The code |q ν having dimension N −(M + 1) is formed. The designer implements (9)- (12) for each hierarchy index ν. The threshold for the cryptographic key/keys is:
Implementation of the Encryption/Decryption Strategy
The process of encryption occurs after the host pdf 's have been inferred from incomplete constraints for multiple pdf 's. This procedure is detailed in Section 4. The terminology in cryptography and allied disciplines refers to two communicating parties as Alice and Bob, and, an eavesdropper as Eve. In this study, the author performs the role of both Alice and Bob by implementing the encryption on an IBM RS-6000 workstation cluster and, the decryption on an IBM Thinkpad running MAT LAB v 7.01.
Herein, the implementation of the encryption/decryption strategy by effecting perturbations δG ν i,j to the operator G ν is described. The procedures are to be implemented for each hierarchy index ν. This Section presents the implementation of the encryption/decryption strategies in point form, for the sake of clarity and brevity.
Encryption
(i.) The host pdf |p ν is inferred from incomplete constraints by solving (2) as an inverse MaxEnt problem. (ii.) The constraint operatorsÃ ν and G ν are evaluated formed, for an a-priori specified value of the parameter k ν , from (5). The operatorG ν is formed by perturbing one or more elements of G ν by δG is generated, and, is encoded into the null space ofG ν using (9) . (v.) The total pdf p ν pert is obtained using (10).
Transmission
The statistical encryption model provides two separate manners in which information may be transferred from the encrypter to the decrypter, via a public channel. The first mode is to transmit the constraint operatorsÃ ν and the total pdf 's p ν pert . An alternate mode is to transmit the LM's obtained on solving the inverse MaxEnt problem(Section 3.1), and, the total pdf 's p ν pert . Owing to the large dimensions of the constraint operatorsÃ ν , the latter transmission strategy is more attractive. The values of parameters k ν for each hierarchy index, and, the cryptography key/keys are transmitted through a secure/covert channel. The key/keys are labeled in order to identify the elements of the operator G ν that are perturbed. In the case of asymmetric cryptography, some of the keys may be declared public, while keeping the remainder private. It is important to note that the success of the encryption/decryption strategy is critically dependent upon the exact compatibility of software available to the encrypter and decrypter. Of special importance is the compatibility of the routines to calculate the basis |η ν n .
Decryption

Numerical Simulations
This Section provides numerical simulations to analyze the theory and implementation of the statistical encryption/decryption strategy, presented in Section's 2. and 3., respectively. To demonstrate the efficacy of the theory presented in this paper, it is judicious to compare the pdf dependent model with a pdf independent model [8] . These are characterized by the constraint operatorsÃ ν (described in (5) and (6)), and, A (described in (4)), respectively. The following numerical studies perform the encryption/decryption strategy for the case of asymmetric cryptography. Section 4.1 demonstrates the inference of the host pdf 's from incomplete constraints, using an inverse MaxEnt procedure.
The comparative analysis between the pdf dependent model and the pdf independent model is accomplished using two separate metrics, that define the security of the covert information. Host pdf 's that deviate further from the equilibrium state often possess a constraint operatorÃ ν having a higher condition number, as compared with pdf 's that are closer to the equilibrium state. Increasing the condition number of the constraint operatorÃ ν (or, A) represents one way of securing the integrity of the covert information. The condition numbers of the constraint operators are obtained using the MAT LAB routine cond (•). This provides a measure of the sensitivity of null (G) and null (G ν ) to perturbations.
In the pdf dependent model, the security of the code is enhanced by the increased sensitivity of null (G ν ) to perturbations of select elements of the operator G ν , resulting in the operatorG ν with null space denoted by null G ν . Within the framework of this model, a more relevant metric of the extreme sensitivity of null (G ν ) to perturbations, brought about by the introduction of the cryptographic keys δG Another measure of the security of the covert information, that is operationally advantageous, is the RMS error of the difference between the encrypted code, and, the code reconstructed without the cryptographic keys. For the pdf dependent model, the RMS error of reconstruction is: RMS The rationale for evaluating the RMS ν recon is to obtain a measure of the error of reconstruction by an unauthorized eavesdropper (Eve), who does not possess the correct cryptographic keys δG ν i,j . Eve is, however, assumed to be in possession of the reconstructed code pdf |p ν rc . Such an attack may be simulated by choosing the wrong set of keys, and, incorrectly constructing the perturbed operatorsG ν andG . Alternatively, an analogous scenario may be simulated by assuming that the reconstruction is performed without keys (sans keys). In this case, the reconstructed code without keys is: |q Here, η ν n is the basis of null (G ν ). Section 4.2 presents the comparative analysis using the performance metrics described above. Analysis of the results is provided in Section 4.3.
Inference of the host pdf 's
Host pdf column vectors (kets) corresponding to hierarchy indices ν = 1 and ν = 2, each of dimension 401, are independently inferred in the event space [−1, 1] . The incomplete constraints are the first four moments of the random variable x n ; n = 1, ..., N. From (2), one obtains:
Here, (13) , are taken to be the same as those in [8] . 
Comparative analysis
The MAT LAB random number generator rand (•) is evoked to generate code in [0, 1] . In order to establish a degree of uniformity in the comparisons, two identical kets of the code, each having dimension N − (M + 1) i.e. 396, are created for projection into the null spaces of the perturbed operatorsG ν and G, respectively. This "emulates" the selective projection of a code comprising of a single ket of dimension 792, into null G ν=1,2 and null G , for each hierarchy index.
A further measure of uniformity in the comparative analysis is sought by specifying the perturbations to both G and G ν as δG 1,3 = δG ν=1,2 1,3 = 3.0e − 013 (first row, third column) and δG 2,7 = δG ν=1,2 2,7 = 7.0e − 013 (second row, seventh column), respectively. All numerical examples in this paper have a threshold for perturbations δ ν ∼ 4.4e − 014 .
Simulations for the case of the pdf independent model are described in Section 4.2.1. Two distinct case studies for the pdf dependent model are described in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, respectively. The results are presented in Table 1  through Table 3 . Therein, sample values of the original code, the code reconstructed with the keys, and, the code reconstructed without the keys are presented. These comprise the 1 st , 75 th , 177 th , 296 th , and, 395 th elements of the respective arrays (kets). As is evident from the numerical simulations, the reconstructed code with the keys is exactly similar to the original code. The corresponding RMS ν recon is zero. On the other hand, the code reconstructed without the keys bears no resemblance to the original code. Table 1 Select code values for the pdf independent model. |q ν -the original code,|q ν r -the code reconstructed with the keys, and, |q ν r1 -the code reconstructed without the keys. Table 2 Select code values for the pdf dependent model-case study 1. |q ν -the original code,|q ν r -the code reconstructed with the keys, and, |q ν r1 -the code reconstructed without the keys. 
Pdf independent model
Here, cond (A) = 18.80458 , RMS Table 1 .
Pdf dependent model : case study 1
The parameters are k ν=1 = 0.065, and, k ν=2 = 0.09. Here, cond Ã ν=1 = 19.87136, RMS Table 2 . Table 3 Select code values for the pdf dependent model-case study 2. |q ν -the original code,|q ν r -the code reconstructed with the keys, and, |q ν r1 -the code reconstructed without the keys. 
Pdf dependent model :case study 2 -a study in contrast
The parameters are k ν=1 = −0.03, and, k ν=2 = −0.5. Here, cond Ã ν=1 = 18.31597, RMS Table  3 .
Analysis of results
The case presented in Section 4.2.2 follows expectations. Specifically, the constraint operatorsÃ ν=1,2 possess larger condition numbers than the constraint operator A of the pdf independent model, presented in Section 4.2.1. Further, the RMS ν=1,2 enc and RMS ν=1,2 recon in the pdf dependent model are greater those for the pdf independent model. This implies that the pdf dependent model provides greater security to the covert information, than the pdf independent model. The case presented in Section 4.2.3 represents an interesting scenario, which poses a dichotomy of sorts.
Conventional logic would expect an increase in the condition numbers of A ν=1,2 to coincide with an increase in the sensitivity of null (G ν=1,2 ), and thus, an increase in the values of RMS enc . This trend is evident in each of the case studies presented in this paper, and, has been consistently observed in numerous simulation exercises. As indicated in the introduction of Section 4, the RMS error of encryption (RMS ν enc ) represents a more relevant metric to assess the sensitivity of null (G ν ) to perturbations δG ν i,j , as compared to the condition number of A ν , within the framework of this statistical encryption/decryption model. This Section is concluded by providing a glimpse of the effects of the instability of the eigenstructures of the ill-conditioned operators. Figure 2 depicts the error of encryption: |p ν c -|p ν for the case study presented in Section 4.2.3, corresponding to k ν=2 = −0.5Ṫhe highly oscillatory ("chaotic") profile in Figure 2 is indicative of the extreme sensitivity of null (G ν ) to perturbations δG ν i,j applied to G ν .
It may be noted that the code |q ν , projected into each host pdf, comprises of a ket of dimension 396 created by a random number generator. While one might expect the randomness inherent in |q ν to be factored into the error of encryption, further investigation concerning the oscillatory behavior is required. The ket |q ν is subjected to a sorting operation, by employing the MAT LAB routine sort (•). This results in a ket |q ν of dimension 396, containing progressively increasing values defined in [0, 1]. The resulting error of encryption using the sorted code is depicted in Figure 3 .
As is observed, the error of encryption still displays a highly pronounced oscillatory behavior, despite the randomness in the code being mitigated. Akin to the case depicted in Figure 2 , this oscillatory behavior is reflective of the instability induced in null (G ν ) by perturbing 2 elements of G ν (having dimension 401 × 401) by 3.0e − 013 and 7.0e − 013, respectively. Figure 4 depicts the total pdf defined by (10) , corresponding to the case study presented in Section 4.2.3 for ν = 2. As is expected, the total pdf exhibits a highly oscillatory ("chaotic") behavior. This is in stark contrast to the smooth curves of the host pdf 's depicted in Figure 1 .
Summary and Conclusions
A novel strategy to project covert information into a hierarchy of statistical hosts has been presented. This has been accomplished within the ambit of the MaxEnt principle. The encryption/decryption strategy relates the projection of the covert information to the host pdf 's. This feature permits the statistical encryption/decryption strategy to possess immense qualitative flexibility, and, provide enhanced security to the covert information, as compared to a pdf independent model [8] .
The pdf dependent model, presented herein, sometimes demonstrates an increased RMS error of reconstruction for decreased values of the condition number of the constraint operator A ν . This seemingly counter-intuitive result is adequately explained with the aid of the RMS error of encryption. The RMS error of encryption is demonstrated to be a viable and relevant metric to assess the sensitivity of null (G ν ) to perturbations δG ν i,j .
The statistical encryption/decryption strategy is platform independent, and 2), augers well for a coupling between the statistical encryption/decryption model, and a quantum key distribution protocol [13, 14] .
A study extending the present work, by describing the statistical encryption/decryption strategy within the framework of a Fisher-Schrödinger model, has been recently completed. Herein, the Fisher information has been employed as the measure of uncertainty. The host pdf 's satisfy a time independent Schrödinger-like equation (TISLE) with an empirical pseudo-potential, that approximates a time independent Schrödinger equation (TISE) physical potential [7, 15] . The TISLE inherits the energy states of the TISE, within an information theoretic context. The encryption of covert information is tantamount to projection of the code into different energy states of the TISLE. The hierarchy indices in the present paper are replaced by the TISLE energy states.
The Fisher-Schrödinger model provides a quantum mechanical connotation to the statistical encryption/decryption strategy. Coupling the Fisher-Schrödinger model with a quantum key distribution protocol holds forth the prospect of achieving a self-consistent hybrid statistical/quantum mechanical cryptosystem. This work will be shortly presented for publication.
Ongoing work is directed towards a two-pronged objective. First, the projection of the covert information into null (G ν ) has been provided with an information theoretic basis. Next, models to extend the work presented in this paper to the case of steganography and information hiding have been developed.
By definition, steganography involves hiding data inside other (host) data. In steganography, the covert information is concealed in a manner such that no one apart from the intended recipient knows of the existence of the message. This is in contrast to cryptography, where the existence of the message is obvious, but the meaning is obscured. The extension of the statistical encryption/decryption model presented in this paper to steganography involves encrypting image data into a cover image. In this case, the average pixel intensities of the cover image constitute the incomplete constraints. These results will be presented in future publications.
